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Use of routinely collected electronic health 
data to identify people for epidemiology 
studies and performance reports can lead 
to serious bias 

Importance of accurately identifying chronic disease  
in studies using electronic health records
Douglas G Manuel,1 2 3 4 5 Laura C Rosella,4 5 6 Thérèse A Stukel4 6

Disease registries and similar databases have facilitated epide‑
miological studies that contribute to our understanding of the 
natural course of disease and the value of medical and surgi‑
cal interventions.1 These data have also allowed us to study 
the performance of health care, including patient safety and 
quality of care.2  3 However, there is an increasing possibility 
of inaccurate results arising from a shift in the type of data 
used to identify people with chronic diseases. In the past, 
registries for cancer and other diseases were laboriously cre‑
ated using active reporting from individual clinical records. 
But increasingly, disease databases are now generated from 
routinely collected electronic data and applying a set of 
disease identification criteria en masse. For uncommon dis‑
eases, small errors in classifying people can result in a large 
number of incorrect entries in a database, leading to biased 
results and classification errors that propagate through cal‑
culations in ways that are difficult to intuitively appreciate.

How disease classification errors affect study conclusions
Routinely collected electronic data are increasingly used to 
identify patients with chronic diseases such as diabetes, heart 
disease, cancer, and arthritis, for research.1  4 Databases that 
contain information on patients with a wide range of diseases 
are even more widely used. The United Kingdom’s General 
Practice Research Database, for example, has been used for 
more than 700 studies of over 150 conditions (see table 1 on 
bmj.com),5  6 and hospital discharge databases are widely 
used in many countries for research and performance studies.

However, few of these studies assess whether their find‑
ings may be biased by misclassification of patients in the 
database. We believe that the conclusions of many studies 
may change if their results were adjusted for bias or if there 
were no misclassification errors.

To illustrate our case, we estimated the potential bias in 
two published studies that use the Ontario Diabetes Data‑
base.7  8 The concerns about misclassification error are 
described in other areas of health care, such as diagnos‑
tic accuracy studies, where methods to reduce error and 
reporting guidelines to disclose potential bias have been 
developed.9 We applied the same principles and methods 
to examine bias in the use of routinely collected data to iden‑
tify disease.

Estimating bias 
The Ontario Diabetes Database is a well developed database 
generated using only routinely collected administrative data. 
Both studies that we examined generated study populations 
directly from this database, and both studies quoted a sepa‑
rate development study  as validation that disease identifica‑
tion in the database was high quality (table 2).10

We calculated the potential percentage of misclassified 
people in the two study samples using a straightforward 
correction method described in different epidemiology 
settings (see bmj.com).11‑13 Like several other approaches 
to assess misclassification and bias, this method centres 
around estimating the predictive accuracy of disease iden‑
tification in terms of “false positives”—people who do not 
have a disease and are incorrectly enrolled in the disease 
database or study—and “false negatives”—people who do 
have the disease but are missing from the disease data‑
base.14‑16 The amount that a study is biased can be estimated 
after m isclassification is described. For example, perform‑
ance studies for diabetes care will report the proportion 
of patients who receive care as recommended in clinical 

SUMMARY POINTS
Routinely collected electronic health data are increasingly 
used to identify people with chronic conditions for research 
Classification error can occur during the disease 
identification process
Even when the identification process has very good 
sensitivity and specificity, misclassification can 
considerably bias study findings
Studies using routinely collected data should assess the 
potential for classification error and adjust for bias 

Table 2 | Validation of sensitivity and specificity of identifying diabetes in the Ontario Diabetes 
Database against primary care records10 
Ontario Diabetes 
Database

Primary care records
Diabetes No diabetes Total

Diabetes 335 85 420
No diabetes 54 2843 2897
Total 389 2928 3317
Specificity=97.1% 
Sensitivity=86.1%
Positive predictive value=79.8%
Negative predictive value=98.1%
Diabetes prevalence from primary care records=11.7%
Diabetes prevalence from database=12.7%
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 practice guidelines (such as regular haemoglobin A1c test‑
ing). Incorrectly including people without diabetes in a 
study of diabetes care will bias performance towards poor 
care because people who do not have diabetes do not need 
to have regular testing. In this way, false positives and classi‑
fication error will almost always bias performance reporting 
towards poor care.

Table 3 shows the findings from the validation study10 for 
the Ontario Diabetes Database and our estimate of false posi‑
tives and false negatives in the study populations for each 
of two examples.

The first study reported an annual rate of haemoglobin A1c 
tests and concluded that the level of testing was unaccept‑
ably low in 2005.7 The study reported that 58% of 36 945 
patients with physician diagnosed diabetes received a hae‑
moglobin A1c test. These results have been widely cited. The 
Health Council of Canada, for one, used these and other find‑
ings to conclude that care for people with diabetes in Canada 
is possibly the worst of any country in the Organisation for 
Economic Cooperation and Development.17 Applying a sen‑
sitivity of 86.1% and specificity of 97.1% from the database 
validation study, we estimate that 38 186 of 63 699 partici‑
pants were correctly classified as having diabetes (positive 
predictive value 59.9%). The remaining 25 513 patients 
were false positives, misclassified as having diabetes and 
not in need of regular haemoglobin A1c testing. Using this 
information (see bmj.com), we calculated an unbiased esti‑
mate of haemoglobin A1c testing among diabetes patients of 
97% (36 945/38 186).

The second study reported trends in the incidence and 
prevalence of diabetes8 and concluded that more adult 
O ntarians were diagnosed with diabetes in 2005 (8.9% or 
827 419 people) than the global rate predicted for 2030.18 
The Ontario government extrapolated findings from the 
study to state that diabetes prevalence will increase by an 
additional 30% by 2010.19 This prevalence calculation is 
widely quoted and is being used to support a consider‑

ably expanded diabetes strategy.19 However, applying the 
database validation study, we estimate that the unbiased 
prevalence of diabetes in 2005 was 19% lower than the 
original study found (7.2% versus 8.9%). Of the 827 419 
people enrolled in the Ontario Diabetes Database, we cal‑
culated that 249 840 were wrongly classified as having 
been diagnosed with diabetes (positive predictive value 
69.8%), and that 93 102 people had diabetes diagnosed 
by their physician but were not enrolled in the database 
(false negatives).

Why does this problem happen?
It is important to recognise a subtle but critical distinction 
between disease databases that individually verify diag‑
noses from those that do not. It is one matter to identify 
patients with a positive confirmation test such as a cancer 
pathology report, manually verify the report, and then use 
this information to create a disease registry. It is another mat‑
ter to access an entire population’s electronic records and 
apply identification criteria to automatically classify people 
who have a disease and exclude those who do not. Routinely 
collected electronic data offer the advantage of identifying 
many diseases in large populations at low cost. However, 
mass application of identification criteria is more prone to 
error than the traditional, more expensive, approach of indi‑
vidually or manually verifying disease diagnoses for each 
person.

When individual verification is not done, disease data‑
bases should at least attempt to gauge the accuracy of the 
identification process in a representative sample. Unfortu‑
nately, this step is commonly omitted. Instead, diagnoses 
are identified using the corresponding codes within health 
services data such as international classification of disease 
(ICD) codes from hospital admission discharge summaries 
or Read codes from primary care data.20  21 This approach 
assumes that the diseases are accurately and completely 
recorded in the databases, which in turn assumes that well 
implemented quality control procedures are in place at the 
point of data entry.21

The purpose of development and validation studies is to 
test these assumptions. These studies run different identifica‑
tion algorithms against a reference population whose disease 
status has been individually validated (box). Identification 
algorithms are constructed and tested using various diagno‑
sis codes along with procedures and services in different com‑
binations and intensities. Identification algorithms are then 
compared using tests of discrimination (sensitivity, specifi‑
city, likelihood ratios) and predictive accuracy (positive and 
negative predictive values).22 Other approaches for develop‑
ing and validating identification methods are available.23‑25 
Because studies of identification accuracy (assessing the 
accuracy of tests to identify people already diagnosed with 
a disease) are similar to those studying diagnostic accuracy 

Table 3 | Estimates of misclassified respondents in two published studies using sensitivity and specificity from development study
Reported prevalence  

of diabetes (%) Study base
True 

positives
False 

positives
True 

negatives False negatives
Positive predictive 

value (%)
Negative predictive 

value (%)
Development study10 11.7 3 317 335 85 2 843 54 79.8 98.1
Study of haemoglobin A1c testing coverage7 6.9 923 174 38 186 25 513 853 319 6 155 59.9 99.2
Study of trend in diabetes prevalence8 8.9 9 276 945 577 579 249 840 8 356 424 93 102 69.8 98.9
The sensitivity and specificity from the development study were used to estimate the true and false positives and true and false negatives in the example studies, using the prevalence of 
diabetes in the example studies. See bmj.com for detailed calculations.

Steps for creating and using a disease database when disease status is not individually verified

•	Development studies—Develop disease identification criteria by assessing the 
identification (or diagnostic) accuracy of different ascertainment approaches or algorithms 
against a reference standard of people with individually verified disease status

•	Create disease database—Systematically apply the case identification criteria to an entire 
population’s health data. Enrol people in the database if they satisfy case identification 
criteria. Regularly update the process when new data become available. Assign an 
enrolment (incident) date. Studies may not formally create a disease database; instead, 
the disease identification criteria are applied to the health data of all study participants

•	Assess for bias due to classification error—For each use of the disease databases or 
disease identification algorithm, assess the potential for misclassification to bias the study 
results. Estimate the number of people who may be false positives and false negatives, and 
examine how this affects the study results

•	Validation studies—(Re)validate the disease identification criteria in new study 
populations with a reference standard
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specificity and positive predictive values.5 Even well per‑
formed validation studies carry generalisability concerns. In 
our examples, the validation study used a diagnosis of dia‑
betes in general practice records as the reference standard. 
This reference standard is imperfect because, among other 
reasons, some patients may not have had their diagnosis in 
their general practice recorded because their diabetes was 
diagnosed and cared for exclusively by specialists. Further‑
more, it may be inappropriate to assume that sensitivity and 
specificity from a validation study hold firm for studies with 
different population characteristics. Methods are available 
to overcome these concerns, including performing sensitiv‑
ity testing using different reference standards or levels of 
identification accuracy (calculating bias by varying sensitiv‑
ity and specificity).9 We recommend the development and 
use of multi‑attribute identification algorithms to estimate 
the probability of disease diagnoses (value of 0 to 1), rather 
than assigning disease status to a person (value of 0 or 1).28

Conclusion
As our two examples show, even in well performed studies 
with well developed identification criteria, there is consid‑
erable opportunity for misclassification to bias results—so 
much so that studies can arrive at incorrect conclusions. 
Most of the time, it is straightforward to calculate the amount 
of potential bias and adjust the findings accordingly.  Our 
findings are applicable beyond diabetes, particularly when 
disease prevalence is below about 10% and the specificity of 
identification is less than perfect (say, less than 98%).

The problem is further magnified because once a dis‑
ease database is generated, many different investigators 
may use it for a wide range of studies or reports, propagat‑
ing classification errors in their wake. However, data users 
cannot estimate bias when the accuracy of identification is 
unknown, and people who generate the databases or apply 
identification algorithms to routinely collected data should 
clearly describe the accuracy of their classification process. 
Researchers using such data should also publish an esti‑
mate of the percentage of false positives and negatives and 
the effect of misclassified people on the study’s findings. 
Readers of reports can reasonably ask if classification error 
potentially challenges the studies’ findings, and they should 
expect to see calculations that estimate the amount of bias.

It would be wrong to conclude that routinely collected 
data are poorly suited to study people with chronic condi‑
tions. Routinely collected data are improving and increas‑
ingly include more clinical information that can be used to 
individually verify disease or develop more accurate identi‑
fication algorithms. Nevertheless, careful development and 
validation can help ensure that disease identification is accu‑
rate, bias can be measured, and results accordingly adjusted.
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(assessing the accuracy of tests to diagnose people who may 
have a disease), the approaches to development, validation, 
and reporting are largely applicable to both types of studies.9 

Errors can also occur when information is abstracted from 
a database for a study. With increased computing power and 
wider availability of health data it is straightforward to apply 
identification criteria to an entire population, including pop‑
ulations beyond those represented in a development study 
(if one exists). Rather than formally creating a database for a 
specific study, it is common simply to apply the identification 
criteria to create a study population. For example, a hospital 
may assess its performance by examining the quality of care 
for people with an acute myocardial infarction in terms of 
time to thrombolytic therapy or 30 day survival by identifying 
people with a discharge diagnosis coded for acute myocardial 
infarction.26 However, if the ICD‑9 code for myocardial infarc‑
tion is incorrectly used, the quality measure may be biased.

Studies using electronically collected data can be grouped 
into three types: 
• Study denominator is drawn from the database—for 

example,  examining healthcare performance for 
people with a particular condition 

• Study base is entire population and the numerator is 
people with a disease—for example, examining the 
incidence and prevalence of a disease in a population 

• Outcome of interest is people who develop a 
condition—for example, study of drug side effects 
such as admission for hyperkalaemia (identified 
from hospital discharge data) in patients prescribed 
spironolactone.27

 Classification errors will potentially bias different study 
types in different ways. Performance reports are biased only 
from false positive entries, whereas estimates of disease inci‑
dence are affected by both false positive and false negative 
entries.

Assessment of bias
Bias from misclassification should be assessed for each use 
of data from electronic health record systems. Unless a diag‑
nosis is individually verified there will inevitably be some 
classification error, and the resulting bias is difficult to intui‑
tively gauge because both the amount and direction of bias 
are affected by the study design and by various properties of 
disease identification including prevalence, sensitivity, and 
specificity. The amount of bias may be large, even when the 
disease identification criteria seem to be accurate or there 
are well instituted data quality control procedures.

There are two general approaches that are used to esti‑
mate bias. The first approach applies the level of identifica‑
tion accuracy from development studies to a new study. We 
used this approach when we estimated bias in the two pub‑
lished diabetes studies. The second approach validates the 
identification in a new study, correcting for bias as needed.

Calculating bias is not always straightforward. First, 
development or validation studies are required, and they 
should report sensitivity and specificity or similar measures 
of disease identification accuracy. Many studies have not 
validated their method of disease identification. For exam‑
ple, more than two thirds of peer reviewed studies using 
the General Practice Research Database did not perform a 
validation study and most of those that did calculated only 
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Election views
In this Feature article on contributors’ views about key 
election issues for the NHS (BMJ 2010;340:c2095,  print 
publication 24 April, pp 894‑7), the biography of Angela 
Coulter stated that she was the chief executive of Picker 
Institute Europe. This was true from 2000 to 2008, but she is 
now an independent healthcare analyst/consultant.  
Is underdiagnosis the main pitfall when diagnosing bipolar 
disorder? Yes
One of the authors of this Head to Head article by Daniel J 
Smith and Nassir Ghaemi supporting the proposal that bipolar 
disorder is underdiagnosed (BMJ 2010;340:c854, print 
publication 27 March pp 686‑7) has told us that he should 
have declared a competing interest. Nassir Ghaemi currently 
has a research grant from Pfizer.
Spanish doctors carry out first transplantation of a full face
Some errors occurred in this News article by Lynn Eaton (BMJ 
2010;340:c2303, print publication ). Firstly, we wrongly 
referred to the mandible in the plural. We did not clarify 
that in the first facial transplantation (in 2005), Jean‑Michel 
Dubernard, the head of the transplant team, assisted 
Professor Bernard Devauchelle. We also should have referred 
to the infraorbital nerve (not the intraorbital optic nerve) in 
the discussion of nerve repair.
Using the new UK-WHO growth charts
The authorship of this Practice pointer by Charlotte Wright 
and colleagues (BMJ 2010;340:c1140, print publication 20 
March, pp 647‑50) was incomplete. The author list should 
have concluded: “on behalf of a Working Group of the Science 
and Research Department of the Royal College of Paediatrics 
and Child Health.

WHO and the pandemic flu “conspiracies”
In this feature article by Deborah Cohen and Philip Carter 
(BMJ 2010;340:c2912, print publication 12 June, pp 1274‑
9), we misspelt Barbara Mintzes’ first name (p 1275).

Effect of influenza vaccination on excess deaths occurring 
during periods of high circulation of influenza: cohort study in 
elderly people
The authors of this 2004 paper (Ben G Armstrong and 
colleagues) have alerted us to an error in their paper (BMJ 
2004;329:660, print publication 18 September 2004). They 
say that the expression they used for estimating vaccine 
efficacy (VE) was only approximately consistent and that 
a consistent estimator is VE = (RRu − RRv)/(RRu − 1) where 
RRu and RRv are the ratios of outcome rates in the flu period 
versus the non‑flu period in vaccinated and unvaccinated 
people respectively. The authors state that re‑estimating 
the vaccine efficacy for all cause mortality reported in the 
published paper changes the estimate little: from 83% 
(95% confidence interval  9% to 100%) to 85% (13% to 
100%) for all cause mortality; from 80% to 83% for death 
from cardiovascular disease; and from 79% to 83% for 
deaths from respiratory disease. The latter two sets of 95% 
confidence intervals were unchanged, spanning the entire 
meaningful range (0 to 100).

The authors say that, although the revision made 
only a small difference in their data, it could be more 
important in other data. Specifically, the originally 
published estimator (VE2010 = RRv × VE2004) is biased by a 
factor of RRv

‑1.
A derivation of the new estimator and its relation to the 

old one is available from ben.armstrong@lshtm.ac.uk.
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